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Open for Business, Working Hard, Staying Safe
Despite the current challenges arising from COVID-19, Hudson
Civil Products is still going strong, and we thank all our clients and
suppliers for all your support during this challenging period. We
are working hard to look after each other here at HCP and have
implemented carefully our workplace social distancing
arrangements – we are fortunate to be able to continue
operations, and whilst the orders are available we will keep
making things and providing industry with the valuable items it
needs to continue its vital work.
With our current operations, our manufacturing and sales arms
are still in full swing, and our suppliers are providing us with
timely and efficient service.
We really appreciate our
government departments, authorities, Councils and those who
can do so who continue supporting our civil construction
industry with ongoing project work now and over the coming
months.
If there is one thing needed at this difficult time it is a positive
attitude - a commitment to all do our best under trying
circumstances. We are very pleased with how Team Hudson and
our civil industry have stepped up to this challenge together.

WEST RIDGLEY BOX CULVERTS – TRELOAR &BCC
HCP still make traditional three-sided box culvert crowns as well
as our popular new UNICULVERT options, such as these units
installed with skill by TRELOAR TRANSPORT for Burnie City
Council at West Ridgley across two separate sites. A job that ran
smoothly and resulted in a great new structure thanks to the
contribution of all stakeholders involved.

WAVESWELL – NEXT LEVEL PRECAST PRODUCT
The WaveSwell Project just went bigger and bigger, with more
input from HCP with our custom precast. A credit to our LP
team! A big shout out also to CONCRETE PLUS who are putting
all this together and also undertaking on
site concrete works with care and skill.

HCP COVID-19 ACTIONS & RESPONSE:
In light of the COVID19 outbreak, Hudson Civil Products would like to reassure
our customers that our stock situation remains stable and that our delivery
and other services remain largely unaffected.
In the interests of protecting both your staff and ours we have placed the
following procedures in place in our sales and distribution areas.
• We are limiting access to our offices. Phone or email orders are preferred.
• If attending the branch, please wait to be served. Currently we are
discouraging any self-service practices.
• We will not be requesting your staff to sign for deliveries; photos can be
supplied if requested to confirm delivery.
Where possible, face to face project meetings will cease however if onsite
client meetings are required, our staff will follow best hygiene practices as
recommended by the Australian Government.
You can rest assured that we are monitoring the situation very closely and are
following the government’s recommendations to best prevent the risk of
COVID-19 in our workplace. We have put internal procedures in place to
minimise the risk of infection at our offices and manufacturing facilities.
We thank you for your custom and support during these unusual times.
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GEOGRID – E’GRID GT3030
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GRAY STREET GEOGRID

HCP recently supplied Zanetto Civil with E’GRID GT3030 to a West Tamar Council project as part of
significant road pavement and underdrainage works in Gray Street, Riverside.
Council design staff considered the underlying soil conditions and drainage arrangements to be poor,
and used the E’GRID geogrid with attached geotextile layer to provide both tensile strength and
separation for drainage and pavement layers. E’GRID GT is a geocomposite made up of a biaxial
geogrid laminated to a nonwoven geotextile and is widely used in subgrade improvement and pavement
strengthening works in Tasmania.
HCP supplies quality POLYFABRICS AUSTRALASIA geogrids and other geo-composite products, with
the opportunity to source engineering design assistance and support throughout the project development
and specification phases, as well as during field investigations and construction.

NEW PRODUCTS – PIER CAGE REO
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PIER & PILE REO CAGES
The good folks at CUT & BEND have been making bored pier
cages for our clients in recent times, using our cage machine
to provide the spiral forming structure, and then supplying our
locally processed reinforcing bar for the main longitudinals.
The service also extends to tying the structures to provide a
complete pre-fabricated service for our reo when we can.
So far these pier cage units are being used for the standard
street lighting piers, but we have the flexibility to provide just
about any equivalent pier cage that might be required for a
project site.
This option is readily available and cuts site time down
enormously, with all the fiddly and tricky work done off the
machine and in our factory – just deliver to site and drop them
in the hole ready for a pour!
Our turnaround times on supply of reinforcing and processed
bar is also unprecedented in Tasmania – give CUT & BEND a go
today and see for yourself!

Massbloc® Mania!
Hudson Civil Products have been helping clients for
many years to create efficient and cost effective
retaining wall solutions, and it is hard to go past the
tried and true Rocla MassBloc® solution
manufactured right here in Tasmania by HCP.

New MassBloc®
Design Software

2020 has seen a huge demand for MassBloc® walls as
contractors and clients utilize the benefits of the
modular big block system, with fast lay times (often
up to 90 sq m per day), no fines permeable blocks
with a true 100 year design life being able to be
worked in with curves and radii to fit on site and
provide maximum flexibility and ease of install.
Hudson Civil is able to provide a full service to assist
clients, from concept development, design and
certification, and even external inspection and
support during construction.
Contact us to discuss your project using MassBloc®

Rocla has just released a new
Software update to assist to work
through early stage options ready
for formal site-specific design by
design engineer. This software has
proved most useful in reviewing
options and analysing different
inputs – download today!
Ambleside Coastal Pathway – CBB
Contracting / Cradle Coast Authority

Download from Rocla here:
http://www.rocla.com.au/MassBlocInstant-Wall.php

High Flow 3600mm Lintels
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HIGH FLOW LINTELS – TRIPLE THE
SIZE TO HANDLE MORE FLOW…..
Following the large storm events of 2016, HCP worked
closely with local authorities including the City of
Launceston to develop a locally manufactured HIGH
FLOW LINTEL which is a whopping 3600mm long.
These units are ideal for extreme flow and flood-prone
situations where the normal 1200mm or even the HCP
custom double 2400mm lintels need more capacity to
remove surface flows quickly.
Modelled around Brisbane City Council guidelines, the
HCP high flow lintel has proved instrumental in works to
mitigate flooding in particular areas of Kings Meadows
in Northern Tasmania such as those recently installed by
Zanetto Civil, and is being considered for various other
sites across the state where similar needs exist.
Design background and drafting information can be
provided for these units as needed, please contact us for
further information.

Project File: Lone Star Bridge Uni-culverts (LCC)
HCP recently worked with the City of Launceston to provide a
replacement concrete structure for a failed timber bridge.
The Council was concerned that this site was quite remote, with
limited access for large cranes and larger trucks, and wanted to
consider installing smaller elements that they could handle more
easily at lower mass. Following the Council’s visit to the HCP site on
a factory tour, they considered an option to work with HCP on the
development of a UNICULVERT solution, using a twin cell structure
and smaller masses and more efficient construction.
Michael Ross and the HCP Large Products team provided a concept
and options to suit the flow area and dimensions that Council
required, provided detailed design drawings and sought external
design certification of the structure to the relevant standards.
The installation on site went without a hitch, and the new structure
exceeded all Council’s expectations – a job well done!

